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Instructions: 

1) Use black / blue point pen only. 

2) Do not write anything on the blank portion of the question paper. If written 

anything such type of act will be considered as an attempt to resort to unfair means 

3) All questions are compulsory. 

4) The numbers to the right indicates full marks. 

5) Draw diagrams wherever necessary. 

6) Distribution of syllabus in Question paper is only meant to cover entire syllabus 

within the stipulated frame. The Question paper pattern is mere guideline 

.Questions can be asked from any papers syllabus in to any question paper .Students 

cannot claim that the Question is out of syllabus .As it is only for the placement sake, 

the distribution has been done. 

7) Use the common answer book for all sections. 
 

1.   Write short answer [any 5 out of 8 ]                                (5 X 2 = 10 Marks) 

a]   Define Hom pharmacy & pharmaconomy 

b]   Write the chemical formula & synonym of sugar of milk 

c]   When BHP was published  [  3 editios  ] & by whom 

d]   How will you collect  flowers 

e]   Give four examples of  drugs prepared  from  roots 

f]   Mention the branches of Hom  pharmacy 

g]   How to clean bottles and phials 

h]   Write full form & meaning of  BID, STAT , HS , SOS. 

         2     Write short answers [any 2 out of  3 ]  ( 5 X 2 = 10 Marks ) 

 a]   Describe percolator with cleansing 

  b]   History of evolution of Hom pharmacy 

 c]   Trituration 

 

         3     Write short answers  [  any 2 out of  3  ]       (5 X 2 = 10 Marks )  

 a]   Nosode 

 b]   Doctorine of signature 

 c]   HPI 

 

          4     Write speciality & originality of Hom pharmacy          (10 x 1 =10 MARKS ) 

 

          5    Write preparation ,properties , uses & impurities of ethyl alcohol (10 x 1 =10 MARKS) 


